
Kenswell Tube Forming Inc. is a veteran maker of hoses, cables 
and tubes for various purposes, with more than 20 years of 

       manufacturing expertise.

The firm’s product category includes coil hoses, flat hoses, hose reels, 
soaker hoses, tubes for drinking water, cable inner tubes, coated wires, 
reflective coils, protective coils, hydraulic hoses and interior lubricated 
tubes for control cables, etc., which are widely used by manufacturers 
of gardening products, automotive items, motorbikes, bathroom and 
pluming fittings, air and hydraulic compressors, fitness equipment, 
and many others.

Consummate production capability enables this time-tested maker to 
have developed sustainably in the global market, mainly driven by a 
slate of advanced production facilities, such as CNC lathes, employed 
at its plant, where production management and floor layout are certified 
to ISO 9001 standards.

Ample knowledge about various extrusion techniques and material 
properties also lays the basis for Kenswell to compete well globally. 
For example, the company capably develops and churns out cables 
coated with various plastics, including PVC and nylon, for exercise 
equipment, as well as control cables and tubes with internal thread 
with relatively fewer production processes to help customers cut cost 
and enhance profitability.

The firm’s DIY reflective coils are also a notable product that is widely applied in bicycles, all made of high-quality 
materials and with cutting-edge production skills to feature easy installation, stylish exterior, and high visibility for 
safer cycling.

Bolstered by the abovementioned core competitive advantages, Kenswell is a renowned, reliable OEM (original 
equipment manufacturer) and ODM (original design manufacturer).
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